Frequently Asked Questions

I sell feed in West Virginia do I need a Feed Manufacturer Permit or Feed Distributor Permit?

You need a Feed Manufacturing Permit if you are located in West Virginia and you grind, mix, blend, package, pack, repackage, or process a customer formula feed. Unless you are manufacturing feed for ONLY your animals of your premises.

You would need a Feed Distributors license if you are the first firm distributing a commercial feed to a retailer.

What is required on my Commercial Feed label?

This link to the Non-Pet Food Label Design and Format Guide from Association of American Feed Control Offices (AAFCO) has examples of commercial feed labels and what guaranteed analysis is required for which animal species. You can also purchase the AAFCO Official Publication for additional information.

Non-Pet food Label and Design Format

This is the first time I have ever been late. Can you waive the late fee? As these fees are set forth in the West Virginia Code 19-14-5 the Department of Agriculture has no authority to reduce those charges or alter them in any manner whatsoever.